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DeMarcus Cousins (@boogiecousins) on getting the two technicals/ejection Monday against Dallas:
“You know my thoughts. I don’t have to say anything. Obviously I don’t want to say too much because
the League is looking to keep taking money…It is what is. I’ll do better.” pic.twitter.com/eLTWPesZM4 D
enver Nuggets

Mullin went on to elaborate that Wiseman &quot;is so coachable, and not only just coachable, he can
make the adjustments and do it the next play.&quot;

“Suddenly, that didn't seem quite as important when I turned the TV on as shoot-around was beginning,”
Kerr said.

Aside from the mid-post scoring, he’s also adept working in the post. He has a refined a strength-based
low-block game, which prevents opponents from pinning him with smaller assignments in a way they
could against someone like Ben Simmons, who’s yet to develop a bullying and skilled back-to-the-basket
game. Cunningham’s interior touch and physical disposition distinguish him from the Sixers’ All-NBA
guard and incorporate another layer into his versatile offense. San Antonio Spurs

&quot;The Bucks organization remains firmly against excessive use of force by law enforcement,&quot;
the team said. &quot;This past year shed light on the ongoing racial injustices facing our African
American and other marginalized communities. Reoccurring instances of excessive use of force and
immediate escalation when engaging the Black community must stop. We will continue to work to enact
policy change so these incidents no longer exist. As an organization, we remain strongly committed to
address issues of social injustice and anti-racism and to make meaningful change for African Americans
and all marginalized members of our community.&quot;

As the NBA tries to hold a season outside a bubble during the coronavirus pandemic, team health
officials and others filling protocol roles are essentially the NBA's front-line workers. Roles that have
been largely delegated to team health officials, as outlined in the NBA's 158-page protocols, include
testing officer, contact tracing officer, facemask enforcement officer, facility hygiene officer, health
education and awareness officer and travel safety officer, among others. Some team health officials hold
more than one of those roles, along with their original roles. New Orleans Pelicans
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After the Toronto Raptors fell to 1-5 with a demoralizing 126-114 loss to the undermanned Boston
Celtics on Monday night, All-Star guard Kyle Lowry said that in order for the Raptors to right themselves,
they'll need to get their swagger back. Indiana Pacers
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